
Notable African American Writers 

Sample Essay: Zora Neale 
Hurston 

 
Born: Eatonville, Florida; January 7, 1891 
 
Died: Fort Pierce, Florida; January 28, 1960 
 
Long Fiction: Jonah's Gourd Vine, 1934; Their Eyes Were 
Watching God, 1937; Moses, Man of the Mountain, 1939; Seraph 
on the Suwanee, 1948. 
 
Short Fiction: Spunk: The Selected Short Stories of Zora Neale 
Hurston, 1985; The Complete Stories, 1995. 
 

Drama: Color Struck, pb. 1926; The First One, pb. 1927; Mule Bone, pb. 1931 (with Langston 
Hughes); Polk County, pb. 1944, pr. 2002. 
 
Nonfiction: Mules and Men, 1935; Tell My Horse, 1938; Dust Tracks on a Road, 1942; The Sanctified 
Church, 1981; Folklore, Memoirs, and Other Writings, 1995; Go Gator and Muddy the Water: Writings, 
1999 (Pamela Bordelon, editor); Every Tongue Got to Confess: Negro Folktales from the Gulf States, 
2001; Zora Neale Hurston: A Life in Letters, 2002 (Carla Kaplan, editor). 
 
Miscellaneous: I Love Myself When I Am Laughing . . . and Then Again When I Am Looking Mean and 
Impressive: A Zora Neale Hurston Reader, 1979 
 
Achievements 
Zora Neale Hurston is best known as a major contributor to the Harlem Renaissance literature of the 
1920's. Not only was she a major contributor, but also she did much to characterize the style and 
temperament of the period; indeed, she is often referred to as the most colorful figure of the Harlem 
Renaissance. Though the short stories and short plays that she generated during the 1920's are fine 
works in their own right, they are nevertheless apprentice works when compared to her most 
productive period, the 1930's. During the 1930's, Hurston produced three novels, all telling examples 
of her creative genius, as well as two collections of folklore, the fruits of her training in anthropology 
and her many years of fieldwork. It is Hurston's interest in preserving the culture of the black South 
that remains among her most valuable contributions. Not only did she collect and preserve folklore 
outright, but also she used folklore, native drama, and the black idiom and dialect in most of her 
fiction. 
 
Hurston achieved recognition at a time when, as Langston Hughes declared, "the Negro was in 
vogue." The Harlem Renaissance, the black literary and cultural movement of the 1920's, created an 
interracial audience for her stories and plays. Enthusiasm for her work extended through the 1930's, 
although that decade also marked the beginning of critical attacks. Hurston did not portray blacks as 
victims stunted by a racist society. Such a view, she believed, implies that black life is only a 
defensive reaction to white racism. Black and left-wing critics, however, complained that her 
unwillingness to represent the oppression of blacks and her focus, instead, on an autonomous, 
unresentful black folk culture served to perpetuate minstrel stereotypes and thus fueled white racism. 



The radical, racial protest literature of Richard Wright, one of Hurston's strongest critics, became the 
model for black literature in the 1940's, and publishers on the lookout for protest works showed less 
and less interest in Hurston's manuscripts. Yet, when she did speak out against American racism and 
imperialism, her work was often censored. Her autobiography, published in 1942, as well as a number 
of her stories and articles were tailored by editors to please white audiences. Caught between the 
attacks of black critics and the censorship of the white publishing industry, Hurston floundered, 
struggling through the 1940's and 1950's to find other subjects. She largely dropped out of public 
view in the 1950's, though she continued to publish magazine and newspaper articles. 
 
The African American and feminist political and cultural movements of the 1960's and 1970's provided 
the impetus for Hurston's rediscovery. The publication of Robert Hemenway's excellent book, Zora 
Neale Hurston: A Literary Biography (1977), and the reissue of her novels, her autobiography, and her 
folklore collections seem to promise the sustained critical recognition Hurston deserves. Her popularity 
has never been greater, as her works are considered mainstays in any number of canons, among 
them African American literature, folklore, southern literature, feminist studies, and anthropology. 
 
Biography 
Zora Neale Hurston was born on January 7, 1891. Her family lived in the all-black Florida town of 
Eatonville in an eight-room house with a five-acre garden. Her father, the Reverend John Hurston, 
mayor of Eatonville for three terms and moderator of the South Florida Baptist Association, wanted to 
temper his daughter's high spirits, but her intelligent and forceful mother, Lucy Potts Hurston, 
encouraged her to "jump at de sun." When Hurston was about nine, her mother died. That event and 
her father's rapid remarriage to a woman his daughter did not like prematurely ended Hurston's 
childhood. In the next few years, she lived only intermittently at home, spending some time at a 
school in Jacksonville and some time with relatives. Her father withdrew all financial support during 
this period, forcing her to commence what was to be a lifelong struggle to make her own living. 
 
When Hurston was fourteen, she took a job as a wardrobe girl to a repertory company touring the 
South. Hurston left the troupe in Baltimore eighteen months later and finished high school there at 
Morgan Academy. She went on to study part-time at Howard University in 1918, taking jobs as a 
manicurist, a waitress, and a maid in order to support herself. At Howard, her literary talents began to 
emerge. She was admitted to a campus literary club, formed by Alain Locke, a Howard professor and 
one of the forces behind the Harlem Renaissance. Locke brought Hurston to the attention of Charles S. 
Johnson, another key promoter of the Harlem Renaissance. Editor of Opportunity: A Journal of Negro 
Life, he published one of her stories and encouraged her to enter the literary contest sponsored by his 
magazine. 
 
With several manuscripts but little money, Hurston moved to New York City in 1925, hoping to make a 
career of her writing. Her success in that year's Opportunity contest-she received prizes for a play and 
a story-won her the patronage of Fanny Hurst and a scholarship to complete her education at Barnard 
College. She studied anthropology there under Franz Boas, leading a seemingly schizophrenic life in 
the next two years as an eccentric, iconoclastic artist of the Harlem Renaissance on one hand and a 
budding, scholarly social scientist on the other. 
 
The common ground linking these seemingly disparate parts of Hurston's life was her interest in black 
folk culture. Beginning in 1927 and extending through the 1930's, she made several trips to collect 
black folklore in the South and in the Bahamas, Haiti, and Jamaica. Collecting trips were costly, 
however, as was the time to write up their results. Charlotte Osgood Mason, a wealthy, domineering 
white patron to a number of African American artists, supported some of that work, as did the 
Association for the Study of Negro Life and History and the Guggenheim Foundation. Hurston also 


